Aging and the central nervous system.
This review of the literature on aging and the central nervous system attempts to cover the basic perameters investigated at both human and infrahuman levels for the better part of the last century. The results have indicated that there is a rather considerable lack of consistency in the data both within the frame of reference of a single species, and with regard to intraspecies comparisons. We have suggested that possible reasons for the contradictory findings would rest upon variability in techniques employed but, perhaps more importantly, on the failure of investigators in this area to standardize terminology. It is suggested that such a standardization might well be one of the more useful things to be accomplished in order to facilitate the interpretation of future work. The literature review first dealt with gross, i.e., macroscopic changes in brain morphology that could correlate with age, and then covered changes at the microscopic level. Finally, a brief review of the literature with regard to the biochemistry of aging was carried out. Implications of the data were noted where appropriate.